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FIGHT AGAINST VANDALISM



What is vandalism?

The term vandalism indicates the tendency to use 
actions of damage or destruction of tangible or 
intangible assets for no apparent logical reason, so it 
seems that the vandal does not appreciate their value.



Types of vandalism

• Cyber vandalism is vandalism on the internet. For example, 
involves adding questionable content, removing content, or 
changing content in order to make it questionable, generally 
with the objective of leading people to believe in false news.

• Political vandalism is the act of defacing opponents' political 
posters, billboards, and other street marketing material. 

• Property destruction as means of protest, for example by 
smashing the windows of banks, shops and government 
institutions and setting fire to cars. This often takes place 
during riots but can also happen as a stand-alone event.



Causes of vandalism 

One of the causes can motivate vandalism is greed as can some political 
ideologies, wish to draw attention to problems, frustration, even 
playfulness. Young people, the most common vandals, frequently 
experience low status and boredom. Vandalism enables powerless 
people to attack those above them, take control and frighten others. 
Vandalism by one person can lead to imitation. 



Effect of vandalism

• Vandalism can affect people's quality of life because it damages or 
destroys things that they need also:

• It makes people feel that their lives are less safe than they really 
are.

• It can be dangerous! People have died when acts of vandalism got 
out of control.

• It costs you money, you pay for vandalism repair through higher 
taxes and insurance payments.



Vending machine 
destroyed in a school.

School bathroom 
vandalised.



Destroyed 
playground.

Cars set on fire by an 
arsonist.



What can we do as individuals to stop 
vandalism?

• We can report vandalism to the police when we see it.

• We can collect the waste that people throw on the ground.



What can we do as community to stop 
vandalism?

• We can clean the walls

• We can help the victims 



Articles in national Constitution against 
acts of vandalism.

Anyone who destroys or deteriorates in whole or in part, other 
people's things with violence is punished with imprisonment from 
six months to three years.

Anyone who destroys or deteriorates in whole or in part, the 
following things of others is subject to the same penalty:

• Public buildings or buildings intended for public use or for the 
exercise of a cult;

• Works intended for irrigation;

• Plants of vines, fruit trees or shrubs, or woods, forests or forests;

• Sports equipment and facilities.

Article 635:



Articles in national Constitution against 
acts of vandalism.

• Anyone who destroys or dirties other people's things is 
punished, at the complaint of the offended person, with a 
fine. If the offense is committed on public or private goods or 
means of transport, the penalty of imprisonment of one to six 
months applies. If the fact is committed on things of historical 
or artistic interest, the penalty of imprisonment of three 
months to one year applies.

Article 639: 



Vandalism in Villa Pamphilj
• In Rome on August 9, 2019 vandals smeared walls and broke 

glasses in Villa Pamphilj, damaging the Villa. The vandals 
were never found and the Villa is still in that condition today.



PC stolen in a school
• During the closing days linked to the holidays, thieves broke into 

the MommsenComprehensive School, in the Appio Latino Rome 
neighbourhood. A portion of the wall, for the purpose of entering 
the computer room, was knocked down. Some PCs were stolen, 
which apparently had recently been purchased. The state police 
intervened on the spot: the school, in some places, was turned 
upside down.



Respect the environment 
because you live there too !



Thanks for watching!
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